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England that "if it should appear inexpedient to raise
further objections in Berlin, a joint step could be taken in
Constantinople to point out that the concessions made to
Germany raised the question of equivalent compensations
for the other Powers."279 France at first agreed instantly.
Pichon "is entirely of your opinion. ... If the Porte does
not renounce the realization of this plan, France will demand
extraordinary compensations of a moral and political
nature." 28°
Sir Edward Grey, however, did not at first favor
Sazonov's suggestion. He diplomatically "conceded in
principle" the possibility of compensations, but feared "it
might be difficult actually to find such compensations.
Pichon's first proposal, that officers of other countries should
also receive such posts of command, he deems inpracticable
and not in keeping with our [Russian] interests, because
our main object, the removal of the Germans from Con-
stantinople, would not thereby be attained. Besides this
would mean the first step in the partition of Turkey. . . .
Grey thinks it best to continue friendly negotiations with
Germany, in order to move her to change her original plan.
, . . He believes that Emperor William, as well as .the
Imperial Chancellor, are seeking a pretext to extricate them-
selves from this situation."281 Somewhat ignorant of
Balkan problems, he also had a certain distrust of Russian
diplomacy on account of Persian affairs and he feared that
Sazonov *s fickleness of mind might easily lead to some
disaster.282
Unable to force Germany to yield, and abandoning the
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